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ABSTRACT. Whenever  A = J.   © A(\)p(d\)  is a decomposable operator on a

direct integral  // = f.  © H(\)p(d\) of Hilbert spaces and / is a function analytic

on a neighborhood of  o-(A), then we obtain that  f{A(\)) is defined almost every-

where and f(A)(X) = f(A(\)) almost everywhere.  This relationship is used to

study operators  A, on a separable Hilbert space, for which some analytic func-

tion  A   is a normal operator.   Two main  results are obtained.   Let  / be an ana-

lytic function on a neighborhood  of the spectrum of an operator  A.  If /   (z) 4 0

for all   z   in the spectrum of  A   and if f(A)  is a normal operator, then  A   is similar

to a binormal operator.   It is known that a binormal operator is unitarily equivalent

to the direct sum of a normal and a two by two matrix of commuting normal opera-

tors.   As above if f(A) is normal and in addition,  /(z) —  £n  has at most two roots

counted to their multiplicity for each   T    in the spectrum of N, then  A   is a binor-

mal operator.

In this paper, all  spaces are complex separable Hilbert spaces and all opera-

tors on them are bounded.  Various authors have investigated the structure  of A

whenever a particular function of  A   is normal.   A. Brown [3] studied binormal oper-

ators which included operators satisfying  A    = XI.  He gave a structure theorem

for binormal  operators; these results have more recently  been  investigated in [2],

and   [15].    J.  Stampfli   has   shown   that   if    A"    is   normal   and    A    is invertible,

then  A  is similar to a normal operator; subsequently, S. Foguel  and C. Apóstol

have considerably generalized this result ([l], [lO], [12], [17]).   In this paper, we

generalize these results and show that it is possible to approach these and simi-

lar problems through reduction theory  of operators.   Questions, concerning the struc-

ture of operators, such  as those investigated  above will be reduced to questions

about algebraic operators, which  can then  be handled with more elementary  opera-

tor theory methods.   This approach  seems  new  and essentially different from pre-

vious works.
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Let j(A) be the algebra of all functions / which are analytic on some neigh-

borhood of a(A).  In §1, we relate the usual functional calculus for the functions

in  j(A), where  A = J"    ffi A(X)dp(X) is a decomposable  operator on a direct integral

of Hilbert spaces (defined below), to the functional calculus on the functions in

j(A(A)).   Our main result  in § 1  is a Fubini type theorem  which  states that when-

ever /  £ 3(A), then   /  £ 3 (A(X)) p-a.e.    and    f(A)(X) = f(A(X)) p-a.e.  As a neces-

sary  step in the study  of the functional  calculus on J(A), we obtain a new spec-

tral  inclusion for decomposable operators.   Finally we extend the  calculus on

j(A) to an algebra JQ(A), containing J(A), where  J~n(A)  consists of certain  ana-

lytic functions and is defined in terms  of the decomposition of A.

In §2, we give several applications of the functional calculus presented in

§1.  C. Apóstol has shown that  A  is similar to a  normal operator whenever there

is an f e A(A) with / (z) 4 0 for z £ a(A) and f (A) is a scalar operator in the

sense of N. Dunford ([l], [8]).  Thus it is possible to completely determine the

structure of A whenever there exists an / £ j(A) with f'(z) 4 0, for z e a(A), and

f(A) is normal.  Using reduction theory,  we show that it is possible to generalize

C. ApostoPs theorem to j"(z) 4 0, if we  use  the   structure theory of binormal oper-

ators to determine the operator A. Arlen Brown has introduced the  class of binor-

mal  operators on Hilbert space,  and  has   characterized them as those  operators

which are  unitarily  equivalent to the direct  sum of a normal  operator and a two by

two matrix of commuting normal operators [3]. We show that if there exists an / £

3"(A) for which f (A) is a normal operator and where f"(z) 4 0, for z £ a(A), then

A  is similar to a binormal operator.   The complete structure and unitary invariants

of binormal  operators are known and have  been given by A. Brown [3] and more

recently by H. Radjavi  and  P. Rosenthal [15].

Whenever the function / £ A(A) is one to one  on a neighborhood of a(A), then

it is clear that f~l   £ ?(/U)).   Thus if /(A) is normal, it follows that f~l(f(A))

= A  and therefore  A  is  normal.  Thus we  may replace the  similarity of A  to a

normal operator with the  observation that  A   is normal.  We can generalize this

easy result in the  normal case to a theorem which includes several known results

in   the   binormal   case   (cf.   [2],   [3],   [15]).  Let / £ J(A), for which the function

of z, f(z) — £, has at most two roots counted to their multiplicity, for each Ç,  £

f(a(A)),  We shall show that if /(A) is normal, then A  is binormal.  Finally, our

results shall be stated more generally for functions  in the algebra JQ(A), which

for every A  includes the functions in j(A).

For the details of the direct integral decomposition of a von Neumann algebra,

we refer to [l6], however, we shall  introduce  some basic notations and results

here.   Let  p be finite positive regular measure defined on the Borel  sets of a sep-

arable metric space A, and let e  ,  1 < ra < °o, be a collection of disjoint Borel

sets of A with union A.  Let 77 ̂  C H2 C • • • C 77^ be a sequence of Hilbert spaces,

with  H    having dimension  ra  and  77^ being separable.   By
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H = L ® HWdV

we shall denote the space of weakly ¿¿-measurable functions from A  into  77     such

that f(X) £ 77 , if À £ e  , and j"    |/(A)| p(dX) < oo.  The space H is a Hubert space,
n n \

and we shall denote the element f £ H determined by the vector valued function

f(X) as   f   © f(X)p(dX).
A

An operator A   on  77 is said to be decomposable if there exists a it-measurable

operator valued function  A(X) so that  (Af)(X) = A(A)/(A) for f £ H.  The  operator

A  is denoted by

A = í\ ® ^W*)-

Furthermore,  every von Neumann algebra  I on a separable space is spatially iso-

morphic to an algebra of decomposable operators on a direct integral of Hubert

spaces, such that the von Neumann algebra  u (A) generated by [A(A)}, where  A £

?I, is a factor p-a.e.   Finally we use the fact that if  A =  f    0 A(A)fifyi(A) generates

?I, then  A(A) generates the von Neumann algebra  21(A) tt-a.e.  Whenever in our use

of this decomposition, there  is no confusion  over the space A, we shall suppress it.

If  A  is an  operator,  we  shall  denote  by  R(A), R{A)    and  Z{A)r respectively,

the von Neumann algebra generated by  A, the commutant of  R(A) and the center of

R(A).  N. Suzuki has introduced the notion of a primary operator.   One calls an

operator  A  primary, in case  R(A) is a factor, i.e.   Z(A) is just the scalar multiples

of the identity.  Let  A  be defined  on a separable Hilbert  space and let  H =

/   0 H(X)p(dX) be the direct  integral  decomposition of 77 related to  R(A) for
A

which the algebra  R(A)(X) is a factor p-a.e., then  this decomposition is unique

in the sense of [16, 1.6]. Thus the operator A is decomposed as A = f Q)A(X)p(dX),

where  A(X) is primary p-a.e., and we shall refer to this particular decomposition

as the primary decomposition of A.   Finally, for convenience, we  shall use the

symbols A ♦-» ß to denote the fact that AB = BA  and we  shall let R(£; A) denote

(Ù-A)-1.

1. A functional calculus for a decomposable operator.   In the set of decompos-

able operators with respect to the direct  integral of Hilbert spaces  77 =

/ 0 H(X)p(dX), it is easy to  show certain  operational identities.   For example, if

A  and B ate decomposable and  a, ß are  scalars, then

(i) aA + ßB  is decomposable and aA + ßB = / 0 a A (A) + ßB(X)p(dX),

(ii) AB  is decomposable and AB = / 0 A(X)B(X)p(dX).

Hence if p(z) is any polynomial,  then p(A) is decomposable and p(A)(A) =

p(A(X)) p-a.e.   Let / E J~(A), the algebra of functions which are analytic on a domain

containing  o(A), then  ¡(A) is defined by

f(A) = —   .of(z)R(z;A)dz,
2ni  J B
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where  B  consists of a finite number  of rectifiable Jordon curves orientated in the

usual way (cf.   [8, VII.3)].   Also for each A, there exists the same functional calcu-

lus for the  functions  j(A(X)).   In  this section we  show the relation between the

functional calculus  on  j(A) and  j(A(A))  and thus extend the result, which  is true

for polynomials, to the analytic functions in  j(A).

The main result of this section is Theorem 1, which contains a type of Fubini

theorem for decomposable operators.   Specifically, we shall show that whenever / £

j(A), then / e J"(A(A)) p-a.e. and moreover, f(A) is decomposable with /(A)(A) =

/(A(A)) almost everywhere, that is,

/ß/(0/A © R(£, A(X))p(dX)d£ = JA © fBf(OR(C, A(X))d£p(dX).

It is easy to construct a direct sum of operators  A = S°^_. © A ., for which

Ur=l CT^) = '°'  and  CT^) = *AI lAl - ^' (cf- remark following Proposition 2).   How-

ever, it is always the case that  (J°°_i o (A .) C a(A)  and, under  certain uniform

growth  conditions on the resolvents of A., we have that  M ._. o(A) = o(A).  Since

a decomposable  operator on a direct integral  of Hilbert spaces is a generalization

of a direct sum of operators on a direct sum of Hilbert spaces, we may expect simi-

lar spectral relations for decomposable operators.  We shall give these analogous

relations in Propositions 1 and 2 of this section.

Recently T. R. Chow has given an extensive account of the theory of decom-

posable spectral operators [5].  In his work, he proves the following spectral inclu-

sion for a decomposable operator  A = f   © A(X)p(dX) on  77 (X)p(dX);

id    U   o(A(X)):p(8)-p(A)\ço(A),
I 8     Ae 8 J

(cf. [5] and [7]).  We shall show that,   in fact, a  stronger inclusion holds; in Propo-

sition 1 we shall prove that ct(A(A)) C ct(A) p-a.e. To prove our inclusion, we first

give a lemma which also  appears in [4].

Lemma 1.   // A = JA © A(A)ttUA) on 77 = /A 0 H(X)p(dp), then r(A) >

ess supr(A(A)), where  r(-)  is the spectral radius.

Proof.  Since   ||A|| = ess sup ||Á(A)||  and hence  ||A"|| = ess sup ||A"(A)||, there

are sets of measure zero, 77^ so that   ||A"|| > ||A"(A)|| = ||^(A)"||   for  A 4 r¡n.  Let  17 =

(J30, -q , then 77 is a set of measure  zero and, for A 4 7/,  ||A"|| > ||A(A)"||  for « =

l,^..".   Therefore   ||A"|| 17" > ||A(A)"|| 17"  u-a.e. and  r(A) > r(A(X)) p-a.e.

Now we state and prove the spectral inclusion mentioned above.

Proposition 1.   If A = J    © A(X)p(dX)  is a decomposable operator on the space

H = (   0  H(X)p(dX), then o(A(X)) Ca(A) almost everywhere.
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Proof.   We shall argue by contradiction.   Let the measure of  X = {A|ct(A(A)) Pi

p(A) 4 0Ï be greater than zero  (p(A) is the resolvent set of A).   Since every open

set in the complex plane  is the countable union of open  spheres, there is a sphere

S   .     in p(A) with radius  r and center A„ so that the measure of S   ,    n X is
r,\0        r o r,XQ

greater than zero.   If we replace the operator  A   by  B = r     (A — XJ), then by the

Spectral Mapping Theorem, we  have that  o(B) lies outside the  unit disk  D.  We

now have  ß = /   © B(X)p(dX), where  ß(A) = r~  (A(X) - XA, and the measure of

iA|a(ß(A)) O D 4 0Î  is greater than zero.   Finally, let us consider  B~  ; the spec-

trum of ß"     is contained in  D and hence  r(B~  ) < 1; however, for a set of positive

measure, r(ß(A)~  ) > 1.   This contradicts Lemma 1 and proves the proposition.

Let  S be a set of measure zero so that  cr(A(A)) C a(A) fot each  X 4 S and

assume that the functions  £—► ||(£/(A) - A(A))~   ||   are essentially bounded,  when-

ever C i   Ux?S ff(A(A)).   Then the measurable operator valued function  R(£; A(A))

is essentially bounded  on  A  and hence  (¿,1 — A)~     exists.   Therefore the comple-

ment of    U\¿s a(A(X)) is contained in the  resolvent of A   and thus    UxíS o(A(X))

= a(A).  In particular if the resolvent function of  A (A) has a reasonable uniform

growth condition for almost all  A, then we can  determine a spectral equality.  We

say that the resolvent of A  has growth rate of order  a  with constant   K, if

\\R(£; A)\\ < Kd(£, o(A))~a, where we write  d(£, S) tot the distance between  L, and

the set S.

Proposition 2. Let A be the decomposable operator A = J" © A(X)dp(X). If,

for almost all X, the resolvent of A(X) has growth rate of order a > 1 and constant

K, then there, is a set 8 of measure zero, such that a(A) = UiM-S <?(A(A)) and

the resolvent of A  satisfies a growth rate of order a  with constant  K.

Proof.   By Proposition 1, there is a set  o     of measure zero such that if  A t

A - 8., then  ct(A(A)) C ct(A).   By the  hypothesis there  is a set  8    of measure zero

such that  R(£; A(A)) has a growth rate  of  order  a  and constant   K for A 4 A - 8 .

Let  8 - ■ Sl U 52  and  S -   \JX, g a(A(X)); thus  S C a (A) and if A £ A - 8, then

\\R(£; A(X))\\ < Kd(C, A(X))~a< Kd(£, S)~a.  Since  Kd(£, S)~ a is independent of A,

we see by the  paragraph preceding Proposition 2, that  a(A)  -  (h   s A (A).   Further-

more

\\R{(,A)\\ , ess sup || R«, A(A))||

<ess sup Kd(C, A(X))-a-  Kd((, a(A))~ a.

Remark.   As one would expect, the converse  of Proposition 2 is not true even

for an  infinite direct  sum of operators.  Let  A     be the nilpotent operator defined

on an «dimensional Hilbert space   7/    which is given  by the  matrix
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If A = S°^j © A¿ on the Hilbert space  H = 2°^ © 77., then one can  also repre-

sent A  as a unilateral weighted shift on an  infinite dimensional space with weights

(0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, • • • ).  Thus a(A) = D = |£| |£| < 1}; however for each

ra, ct(Ab) = {0}.   Furthermore, if \£\ > 1, then  ||(£- A)"*| < (|£| - l)"1; hence the

resolvent growth rate of  A  is   1.   On the other hand, if we calculate   R(£; A  ), we

see that it has a pole of order  ra  at zero.   Therefore the resolvents of A     have no
r n

uniform   growth rate even though  A   does (cf. [il, p. 243Í).

Now we present the main theorem of this section.  As we have mentioned, it

extends the operational calculus for polynomial functions of a decomposable opera-

tor to the functions in j(A) and thus it gives the relation between the functional

calculus on S(A) and on J"(A(A)).

Theorem 1.   Let A  be a decomposable  operator on H = f.   © H(X)dp(X).   Let

f £ Ï(A), then f £ J(A(A)) p-a.e. and ess sup ||/(A(A))|| < oo; moreover, / (A) is

decomposable, and f (A)(X) - f (A(X)) p-a.e.   Whenever j, g £ A(A) and a, ß are

scalar, then

(a) (a/+ ßg)(A) is decomposable and (af + ßg)(AX)) = af(A(X)) + ßg(A(X))

p-a.e.,

(b) (/ • g)(A)  is decomposable and (f ■ g)(A)(X) = /(A(A))g(A(A)) p-a.e.;

if g £ ?(A) and f £ ?(g(A)), then

(c) (f ° g)(A)  is decomposable and (f ° g)(A)(A) = /(g(A(A))) p-a.e.

Proof.   Statements (a), (b), and (c) all follow from the usual functional calculus

on 3"(A) once we show that, for / £ j(A), f(A) is decomposable and /(A)(A) =

/(A(A)) p-a.e.  That f (A) is decomposable for any  / £ A(A) follows because /(A)

£ R(A) and every operator in  R(A) is decomposable.

Let / £ J"(A), that is, / is an analytic function on a domain  U containing

a(A) so that B, the boundary of the domain  U, consists of a finite number of rec-

tifiable Jordon curves.  Since B  is compact there  is a constant M, independent of

£ e B, so that  ||R(<C; A)|| < M.  Let |{ I be a dense set in  B; then by the condi-

tion for the existence of R((n; A), for each  ¿^,  \\R(£; A(X))\\ < M p-a.e.  Let  rjn be

a set of measure zero, for which A £ A - r¡    implies that  ||/?(£ , A(A))|| < M. If i) =

U r¡  , then  77 is a set of  p measure zero and A £ A - 77 implies that   1|R(C„> A(A))||

< M  for all ra.  Since  \£ \ is dense  in  ß  and   || • ||  is continuous, it follows that

A —> \\R(Ç; A(A))||   is /t-essentially bounded  by  M  uniformly on  B.   Let lpn(A)\ be

a sequence of partial  sums of  f (A) converging uniformly to / of the form:
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p(A) = —   yf(z'   .)R(z'   ,,A)(z       _z     .   ,),
^n j    ■    *-* n, i n, r n.i n, I— 1   '

z' = l

where moreover we may take  max \z    . - z , I < l/«.   For each  «  there is a set
' '  n,i n,i-.l'

of measure zero  77', where if A £ A - 77 ', then p (A)(X) = p (A(X)) and  ||p (A)(A) -

f(A)(X)\\ < \\pn(A) - f(A)\\.  Let  77' = (J~=1 77^ , for A £ A - 77"  and any  «, we have

that  \\pn(A(X)) - f(A)(X)\\ = ||pBU)(A) -7U)(A)|| < \\pn(A) - f(A)\\.  Since pjA) con-

verges uniformly to f (A), then for  A £ A - 77 , p (A(A)) converges to /(A)(A).

Let  77     be a set of p measure  zero determined by Proposition 1 so that

a(A(X)) C oiA), whenever  A £ A - 77" .   Finally if 8 = 77 u 77' u  77", then for  A £ A -

¿5 the operator /(MA)) exists; pn(A(X)) converges to /(A)(A); and   \\R(£; A(X))\\ <

\\R(£; A)\\.  By the definition of the Radon-Stieltjes integral, we have that /(A)(A) =

/(A(A)) for A £A-§.

The converse  of Theorem 1 does not follow as it  is possible to construct a

decomposable  operator  A   and an analytic function / on a domain containing

XJ^HÄTÄ)), i.e.  / £ 3(A(X)), fot which  ess sup ||/(A(A))|| < 00  and yet / 4 3(A).
We shall give such an example following Lemma 2.  This situation arises since /

may not have an analytic extension to a domain  containing o\A), even though  / is

analytic on a domain containing   UxeA  °^MA)).  However with the hypothesis on A

given in Proposition 2, it is always possible to define such  an extension.

Proposition 3.   Let A  be a decomposable  operator on 77 = J.   © H(X)p(dX)

and 8 a Bore! set with p(A - 8) = 0, for which   JL   s cr(A(A)) = a(A).   Let f    be

defined on a domain 3).   3 oiA(X)), so that f.   £ ff(A(A)) and f   = f   on L. Ci J)  ■
' A 'A '\      'a. A a?

then there exists an f £ J(A) with / | 2)    = /

Proof.   If we set  f'(£) = fx(£) fot C £ -A.' then / is an analytic function on

®=   UXe8®X-   Since  3)'3o<Á), we have  / £ J(A)  and clearly f\\ = fK

Now  let us consider a fixed direct a fixed direct integral  of Hilbert spaces,

77 = f   © H(X)p(dX) and a decomposable operator A  on  77.  In case there exists

a Borel  set  8 C A with  p(A - 8) = 0  and  S(8) = (J cr(A(A)) C a(A), then  we may

consider an analytic function on  S(8) instead of cr(A) (it follows from Proposition

1 that  ff(A(A)) C cAA) p-a.e.).  We shallthen call  f) WS): p(A - 8) = O] the reduced

spectrum of A   and denote  it by  rQ(A).  Next we use r (A) to define a new  class

of functions of A, which contains  j(A), and we shall show the spectral mapping

property  for them with   respect to the reduced spectrum.

Let / be an analytic function on a domain  JU containing  r (A).   By a compact-

ness argument,  one can  show that there exists a set ¿5 with p(A - 8) = 0 for which

S(8) C X.   Therefore  / £  J"(A(A)) almost everywhere, and we  may therefore consider

ess sup ||/(A(A))||  by considering f(A(X)) = 0 for A £ A - 8.  Let $Q(A) be the set

of functions  /, analytic in a neighborhood  of rJA) and with   ||/(A(A))|| ¿i-essentially

bounded.   The  operator valued function  A—► /(A(A)), which  is  defined almost
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everywhere by the remark above,  is measurable since it is the limit almost every-

where  of measurable functions.    The boundedness condition  implies that

fA © f(A(X))p(dX) defines a bounded operator in  R(A) which we shall  call f(A).

The following spectral mapping theorem we state without proof as it requires

only routine compactness arguments and is not used in the sequel.

Lemma 2.  If f £ 3Q(A), then rQ(f(A)) = f(rQ(A)).

It is easy to  see that we have a functional  calculus for the functions in

J (A), which extends the functional calculus on 3(A).  In case A  is normal,  it

is clear from Propositions 2 and 3 that 3 (A) = 3(A).   T. R. Chow has shown that

whenever A  is a spectral operator on  a  Hilbert space, then  a(A) = r (A) [5],

hence for spectral operators, it is also true that 3 AA) = 3(A).

In general, 3 Q(A) 4 à'(A) as the following example illustrates.  If A =

2._j © A . is defined as in the example following Proposition 2, then we shall show

that 3(A) C H00 C 3 ÍA).  Let / = S°° . a zn be a function in  77°°; if A     is nilpo-

tent of order ra, then f(A) = 2"_j fl A1.   For 0 < b < 1, the function g,(z) = f(bz)

is analytic on a neighborhood of the closed unit sphere. Hence by von Neumann's

theorem

ll/(*A„)|| = \\gb(An)\\ <    sup   ||gfc(*)||<||/|
II*   si

and thus

'(A. Y a.A1
£—4     1     n

i = l

: lim Za.biAi
1 n

¿ = 1

lim ||/(M J
b-\ n

Therefore  77°° C 3 Q(A) and since  o{A) = \z\ \z\ < l\, it follows that 3(A) 4 3Q(A).

Finally  we remark that  rJA) and consequently  3Q(A) ate dependent  on the

direct integral of Hilbert spaces used to define them.   To avoid this  dependence,

we may require that in their definitions, the primary decomposition is used.   In

this case, Lemma 2 becomes much more difficult and its validity is not known by

the author.

2. Roots of normal operator-valued analytic functions. J. Stampfli and S. Kurepa

showed that if A  is an invertible operator and A" is normal, then A  is a scalar

type operator, i.e. similar to a normal operator ([12], [17]).  S. Foguel generalized

this result by  showing that if  p(A) is a scalar type operator and p (z) 4 0   for

z e o(A), then A is a scalar type operator [lO].  In 1943, E. R. Lorch noted that

whenever exp (A) = 7, then  A  has a simple structure   and  is  in fact a  scalar type

operator [13].  These results are all special cases of a theorem due to C. Apóstol

which we give below as Theorem 3-  Our main theorem characterizes operators as
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similar to binormal operators whenever certain functions of them are normal. The

results of this section shall be the direct analogues of the results cited above to

the binormal case.

An operator A  is called binormal if whenever \A  ,...,A   } belongs to the

von Neumann algebra R(A), then

(*) E   (sign °)A<t(1) •••7la(4) = 0>
o-

where  the sum is taken  over all permutations  a on {1, • • • , 4i.  A. Brown has char-

acterized these operators, as mentioned in the introduction, and has given a com-

plete set of unitary equivalences for them [3].

Theorem 2.   Let f £ J AA), so that f" (z) / 0 for z £ r AA), the reduced spec-

trum of A.  If f (A) is normal, then A  is similar to a binormal operator.

Proof.  Let A = f.   © A(X)p(dX) be the primary decomposition of A on the

space  77 = T   © H(X)p(dX).  If f(A) = TV is normal, then by the operational calculus

for decomposable operators and the Putnam-Fugledge theorem, TV £ Z(A) and hence

N = f.   ^ g(X)l(X)p(dp), where g(A)  is an essentially bounded Borel function.

Therefore /(A(A)) - g(A)/(A) = /(A)(A) - g(X)l(X) = 0 almost everywhere, as / £

J"(A(A))  almost everywhere by Theorem 1.   If {r.(A)in_, is the set of zeros of f(z) —

g(A) counted to their  multiplicity in o(A(X)), then f(z) - g(X) = II (z - r.(A))Mz),

where  h(z) is analytic and nonzero on  a(A(X)).  Since  h(z)~    £ j(A(A)), we con-

clude that

n

0 = (/(A(A)) - g(X)l(X))h(A(X))~l = n (A(X) - r.(A)/(A)).
z = l

The proof proceeds by showing that  «  is independent of A and that the functions

r.(A) may be chosen so as to be  measurable and thus determine the structure of

A(A) from the identity

n

(1) J](A(A)-rî(A)/(A)) = 0,

i=l

which holds almost everywhere.

From the functional calculus presented in §1, we let  B be a closed curve

bounding a domain which contains  tJA) and hence contains a(A(X)) almost every-

where.   For each  A,
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f(z)
2(A) = —   f dz

2m   JBf(z)-g(X)

and by Proposition 1, o(N) A lg(A)| A £ AS has zero measure; thus if we let  a vary

over the compact set  o(N), then

ra(a)=  J" f'(z)

B f(z)-a
dz

is bounded and therefore ra(A) is essentially bounded.  Let TV be the essential

bound of !ra(A)i  and for the rest of the proof we shall only consider  A, with  ra(A) <

TV and for which /(A(A)) - g(X)l(X) = 0.

Next we wish to choose the functions  r .(X) with two additional properties, one

of which is measurability.  For the other, we want to have that for each /' there

exists  a   S > 0 independent of /' such that except for possibly one ;' 4 j, then   i 4

j, j'  implies that   |r.(A) - r.(A)| > 8.  We begin by assuming that there exists a

sequence of triples   (a   , ß  , y ), with  a  , ß  , y    in  r JA)   no two of which are
n r n    rn    ' n n    ^n    'n 0        '

equal,  but each is a root of f(z) — f (o-A, and for which max !|a   - ß  \, \a   -y|l

—> 0.  Since  r JA) is compact, there is a subsequence  Ira.}, such that  ia    }, \ß    ]

and \y  J all converge to  a £ r (A).  This contradicts the fact that /"(a) 4 0.

Therefore there is a compact neighborhood  S of r (A) and a 8' > 0 such that if

|a.i._,  is the set of roots in S of f(z) - ¿j, fot some  Ç, in a compact neighborhood

S of o\N), then   |a. - a .| > S , except for possibly one  i 4 j.

By utilizing the Local Mapping Theorem, we may cover S with a finite number

of open sets  \A . }._., so that the set / ~  (A .)  consists of the union  of disjoint

open set \B   It^., with the property that if a £ B.. and ß £ B.,,  i 4 k, then  |a -

ß\ > S'/4 = 8.   For fixed  / the sets  B.. ate of two  kinds, those  on which / is   1-1

and those where /   has a zero.  In the later case, we divide the   B.. into two Borel

sets whose union in  B..  and so that, on each, / is   1-1.   By considering this divi-

sion, we have exactly  N Borel  sets  {Jo..}^  so that, on each, / is   1-1  and

Uf=i $-,• = /" '(A .) n S.  Furthermore, |a - ß\ > 8, if  a £ SB     and ß £ %jk, where

i 4 k. except for possibly one pair  i and k.

With this topological choosing, we may now construct the Borel measurable

functions r..  Let  C. be the Borel sets g~  (A),

i=i:m%)-l°¿xcruk<jck-
; = 1

Since  {A|g(A) 4 S \  is a set of p measure zero, we have   r. defined a.e. and  hence

r. can be extended to A.   Furthermore the functions  r. possess the properties we

desired of them.
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In the following discusión we shall fix  A in order to exactly determine A(A).

We shall construct algebraic projections  JE.(A)S._1, so that  A(A)E .(A) = £.(A)A(A)

and A(A)|E.(A)f/(A) is binormal.  For each m, 1, • • ■ , TV, let m   be the integer other

than  m, if any, for which   \r   (X) - r   ,(X)\ < 8.  Define
m m

(2) EJ» = èr fu\=s R^+rmw-> A^d&£|-i

then A(X)E   (A) = E   (X)A(X) and a(A(A)/E(A)77(A)) = |r   (A), r   ,(A)|.  From (1), we
m m m m \    s,m m

have that

(3) (A (A) - r  (A)/(A))(A(A) - r   , (A)/(A))E   (A) = 0.

Next we shall estimate the norm of E   (A) and show that it is essentially bounded.
m J

Let  x £ 77(A) and  m, m' be given with   |r   (A) - r   ,(A)| < 8; then

\E(X)x\\ = u   ( [(MA) - r;(A)7(A))/£m(A)77(A)]-1[A(A) - r.(X)l(X)]EjX)x

(4)

u     [U(A)-r.(A)/(A))/Fm(A)77(A)]-1
i ^m, m '

u    [(A(X)-r¡(X)I(X))/EjX)H(X)]-

H   (A(A)-r.(A)/(A))E   (X)x
■  i i l m
ij-m, m

u     (A(\) - r.(k)](k))x
ifm, m'

<MAl'|k||,

where the last two steps must be verified.   For each x £ 77(A),  x = 2    , E    x,
r i m I    m i '

where  m . e { 1, • • • , zVj  and only one   of j, j    appears if   |r .(A) - r .,(A)| < 8.   Thus

k

u   ( (MA) - r.I(X))x = £      u     (MA) - r. I(X))Em (X)x
i$m. m y_j   ifm, m' I

=      u     (A(A)-r.(A)/(A))Em(A)x    by  (3)
ifrn, m

and

I]   i(A(X)-ril(X))x
ifm, m

< M \\x\\,    independent a.e. of  A and   m.

Finally we must show that

(5) u     [(MA) - r (A)7(A))/E   (A)T7(A)]-
i?m, m

< M.
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In order to do this we note that if, for all  i 4 m,   \r.(X) - r   (X)\ > 8, i.e.   m'  does
1   i m       l

not exist for m, then  A(X)/E   (X)H(X) = r   (A)/(A)/£   (A)ß(A)   and   hence
m mm

\\[(A(X) - r.(A)/(A))/Em(A)77(A)]-1|| < l/|r/A) - rJX)\ < 1/5.   If  m' does exist for  m,

then

,    [(rm(x) + rrn,M-OiM~MX)]/E (X)H(X)
[A(X)-0(X)/E(X)H(X)]-1 =_^-

m

^-rm(A))(C-rm,W)

and   hence   the   norm   of   this   operator   is   less   than   or   equal   to   a   constant

K/\((,- r   (A))(£- r   ,(A))| where  K is independent of A a.e.   m,   1 < m < TV, and Ç,,

where  £ £ S  is bounded.  Now for £ = r.(X), we have   ||[A(A) - r/A)7(A)/E  (A)H(A)]-I||

< K/8 , since jr.(A)! are bounded almost everywhere. Since there are at most TV -

1 of the operators (A(A) - r.(A)7(A))/F (A)77(A) to consider, we have shown (5) and

hence also  verified the inequalities in  (4).

Each of the  projections  E   ( • ) as defined in (2) is the uniform limit of partial

sums, each  of which   is measurable, and hence  E   ( • ) is measurable.   Furthermore,
' m '

we may modify the functions   E   ( • )  so that they remain measurable and so that

F   ,(A) = 0, if  |r   (A) - r   ,(X)\ < 8 and  m   > m.  The new sequence of measurable
m ''mm' ^

projection valued functions  has the following properties:

(i) E.(A)Fy(A) = 8..E.(X),

(ii) 1N , E.(X) = I(X)', and
i =1     i

(iii) ess sup I]E/A)|| < M,  i = 1, - - , TV.

Next we  define a new measurable function

/   N ^  1/2

(6) S(X)= ( £ E/A)E/A)*

From the properties of E.( • ) above, we have that ||S(A)|| < NM almost everywhere.

Since for x £ 77(A),  ||S(A)x||2 = (S(A)2x, x) = 2^ , ||F*(A)x||2 and  ||x|| = ||S E*(A)x||

< I? , ||E*(A)x||, we have at least one   i  for which   ||F*(A)x|| > ||x||/TV  and hence

¡|5(A)x||2 > ||x||2/TV2; therefore   \\S(X)~l\\ < N.  Hence  S= / © S(X)p(dX) and  5"1 =

/ © S(X)~ lp(dX) exist and to finish the proof we need only show that  S~ AS is

a binormal operator.  To show that, we consider first the operators  S~ (A)A(A)S(A).

If P/A) = S(X)-lE.(X)S(X), then P*(A) = P/A), 1^ P/A) = 7(A),  P/A)P/A) =

S..P/A), and thus lS(X)~ :A(A)5(A) = 2^=1 S(X)- lA(X)S(X)P.(X).  Assume that for i,

\r'(X) - r.(X)\ > 8 fot  i 4 j, then 5(A)JlA(A)5(A)/P (A)H(A)'= r .(X)l(X)/P (X)H(X) and

hence  S(X)~lA(X)S(X)P .(X) = r.(A)P.(A), which is certainly normal.  If there is an  i'

such that   |r.(A) - r.,(A)| < 8, then  (5(A)" !A(A)5(A))p/A) is binormal, since

(A(A) - r.(A)/(A))(A(A) - r.A.X)I(X))/E.(X)H(X) = 0
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(cf. [3, p. 421]).    Therefore    almost    everywhere    S(X)~1A(X)S(X)    is    the

direct sum of binormal  operators, hence also  binormal and therefore   R(SAS~  (A))

satisfies  (*) almost everywhere.  The proof is complete since by the operational

calculus for decomposable operators it is clear that R(SAS~  ) satisfies  ( *) when-

ever R(SAS_ (A)) does almost everywhere.

In the case that / (z) /0 on Tn(A), then our theorem is known, as already men-

tioned, and is due to C. Apóstol.  However, Apostol's theorem can also be obtained

from the method of reduction and that proof follows the proof of Theorem 2 with some

modifications and simplifications.

Theorem 3 (C. Apóstol). Let f e ïn(A) for which f'(z) / 0 on r (A). If f (A)

is a normal operator, then A   is similar to a normal operator.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, we may now assume that |r.(A) - r.(A)| > <5,

whenever i / j since f'(z) /0 on rn^A). We may define the projections E ( ■ ) as

in (2) and instead of (3) we have, for each m,

(3') (A(X)-rJ\)l(\))Em(k) = 0.

The projections  E   (A) can be shown to be essentially bounded by a simplified

argument.  Let x £ 77(A), then

l|eraU)*|| < S"'""1 > n I'   (A) - r.(A)| \\Em(X)x\\

<8 -(«-!) II (MA) - r.(A)/(A))x
ifm

by (3*); hence  ||E   (A)||  is essentially bounded.  If we define  S(X), by equation (6),

then  S(X)'lA(X)S(X) = 1N , r.(X)P.(X), which is clearly normal.  Therefore  S~lAS
z = 1     z z J

is normal and the theorem is proved.

Whenever f'(z) / 0 on rQ(A) and / is 1-1, then f'X £ $0(f(A)) and A  is a

function of f (A).  This remark was noted by M. Finkelstein and A. Lebow [9] and

in particular whenever f(A) is normal, then  A   is equal to a normal  operator.   This

seemingly trivial remark to C. Apostol's theorem has an interesting analogous

statement and conclusion with respect to Theorem 2.   The condition that /is  1-1

is replaced by the condition that f (z) — ¿, has at most two solutions, counted to

multiplicity,  and, as in the discussion above, we may replace "similar to" with

"equal to" in the conclusion.

Theorem 4. Let A be an operator and f be a function in J.(A) so that f(A)

is normal. If for each £ in r.(Á), the equation f(z) — f(C) has at most two roots

in rn(A); counted to their multiplicity, then A   is binormal.
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Proof.  Let /l = / © A(X)p(dX) be the primary decomposition of A on 77 =

f   © H(X)p(dX).  As befóte, we have that the operator f (A) is decomposed as f (A)

= f Q) f(A(X))dp(X), where  / is an analytic function on o~(A(A)) for almost all  A.

By the Putnam-Fugledge theorem, TV commutes with A* and hence TV belongs to

the center of the von Neumann algebra generated by A.  Therefore, TV is also de-

composable and /V = / 0 g(X)l(X)p(dX), where g is a Borel function.  For almost

all A, cKMA)) C rQ(A), so that almost everywhere, we have /(A(A)) - g(A)/(A) = 0

and by our hypothesis, there are complex numbers   a   , a  , in ct(A(A)) and depend-

ing on A, so that   f(z) - g(X) = (z - a  )(z - a2)h(z), where h(z) is an analytic

function in  j(A(A)) without zeros on a(A(A)).   Thus  h(A(X)) is invertible and there-

fore we have shown that (A(X) - a yt(X))(A(X) - a2/(A)) = 0. Hence for almost all

A,  A(A) is binormal  since it satisfies a second  degree monic polynomial.   By the

operational properties of decomposable operators,  it is clear that if A   , ■ ■ • , A

are in  R(A) and A .(A), ■ ■ • , A  (A) satisfy condition  (*) p-a.e., then so do A.,

• •• ,A      Therefore A is a binormal operator on H.

Remark 1.  By the Local Mapping Theorem of analytic functions, we can show

that a    and a. can be chosen in a Borel measurable way.  Thus if we let TV   =

JA © (a^A) + a2(X))l(X)p(dX) and TV., = J~A © a A\X)a2(X)l(X)p(dX), then A2 +

TV.A + TV? = 0 and TV.  and TV2 are operators in the center of A.   It follows that

this condition is equivalent to A   being a binormal operator.

Remark 2.  Since  J(A) C A Q(A), this theorem holds for analytic functions on

a domain containing  cr(A).

The reduction methods of this  section are clearly not restricted to functions

with /"(z) / 0; however there do not exist structure theorems for algebraic opera-

tors of degree higher than two which are as complete as that known for binormal

operators.
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